COSMO PLANETARIUM SHIBUYA
PROGRAM SCHEDULE

☆

( Nov. 14, 2020 - Mar. 7, 2021)

Weekdays (Tue. - Fri.)

☆

Sat. Sun. and Public Holidays

13:00

THE RED FRONTIFR : a tale of adventurers to Mars

11:00

The adventure to the Moon with Hachi-ko *Kids Time*

15:00

ICY SATELLITES

13:00

Cosmo Hoshizora Sampo

17:00

Starry Music

15:00

THE RED FRONTIER : a tale of adventurers to Mars

19:00

Cosmo Hoshizora Sampo

17:00

Starry Music

19:00

ICY SATELLITES

All programs are approximately 40 min. ( Kids time is 30 min. )
The Star Gazing Guide is a live commentary about stars and
constellations that will be able to be seen on the day of your visit.
The CGI is as to watch a computer graphics on a dome screen.
Programs are made in full-dome, providing a 360 degree experience.

Starry Music

ALL PROGRAMS ARE IN JAPANESE.
THERE ARE NO ENGLISH SUBTITLES.
●ADMISSION FEE
Adult ………………………..………………………… ¥600
Elementary, Junior High ………………..…… ¥300
Preschool
…………………….…………………… Free
・If a seat is needed for the preschool child,
Please purchase a ¥300 ticket.
・All that day’s tickets are sold from opening hours
at a vending machine on the 12th floor.
・With a disability certificate, that person and one
attendant are free. Please present the
certificate to your nearest staff.
・We do not accept any cancellations, there are no
refunds.

● RULES AND REGULATIONS
・All programs are approximately 40 min.
This show would provide you a relaxing time of watching beautiful paintings and listening to music played by piano,
( Kids time is 30 min. )
while we would guide you constellations gazed at in Japan and various astronomical bodies in the starry sky all over the world.
One ticket will be valid for only one show.
THE RED FRONTIER: a tale of adventurers to Mars
40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide
・Doors open 5 min. before the show starts.
・Please be at the planetarium 5 min. before
Mars, a world of red desert, is a place where no human has boldly gone before. However, it did have visitors - robotic probes sent
from Earth that have made many discoveries on the red planet. And yet another visitor, the Perseverance Rover, was successfully
the show starts, with your ticket.
launched on July 30th. Now It’s on the way to Mars.
All seats are unassigned.
This program will take you on a journey to Mars, reviewing the stories of the past explorers, and introduce the new adventure to be
・Due to mechanical-problems, programs may be
embarked on by the Perseverance Rover.
cancelled.
The program will be narrated by a Japanese engineer at NASA/JPL, Mr. Ono.
・Inside the dome, please turn off cellphones or
We hope you enjoy the trip to the red planet with us.
Anything that may produce light.
・No eating, drinking, and smoking is allowed.
ICY SATELLITES
40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide
・We lend wireless hearing aids. If needed, please
notify your nearest staff.
There are hundreds of moons within our solar system.
・Bring your used 6 tickets from different times
The moons of Jupiter and Saturn are a great distance from the sun, so we have long believed them worlds of ice. However, recent
and get one free ticket for the day.
research has discovered active volcanoes on the surfaces of some moons and oceans of salt water underneath their thick layers of
・Before you enter the dome,
ice.
we would like to check your body temperature.
In case you have a fever of 37.5 ℃ or above,
We would like to take you on a journey to explore these beautiful icy moons.
you CAN NOT enter the dome.

The adventure to the Moon with Hachi-ko

● SEATING
We decrease the number of seats in the dome.
Appropriate physical distancing must be
maintained at all times between
patrons, except members of
the same household or
those that attend together.

36
Rotating
Seats

Please keep your distance,
when you have a seat.
Exit

Entrance

● ACCESS
An approximate 5 to 7minute walk from
the West Exit of JR Shibuya Station.

30 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

Please enjoy your space adventure with Hachi-ko !

COSMO PLANETARIUM SHIBUYA

TEL：03-3464-2131 FAX：03-3464-2148

http://www.shibu-cul.jp
40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

We would like to guide you through the starry night that you can gaze at on the day you visit.
Please enjoy our live commentary.

Closed : Mon (When a Public Holiday, next weekday)
New Year’s (Dec. 29 - Jan. 1)
Due to maintenance and program changes,
there may be temporary closures.

40 min. program including Star Gazing Guide

Hachi-ko, the most famous dog in Shibuya, will take you to the Moon! What will happen to you?

Cosmo Hoshizora Sampo

● OPENING HOURS
・Weekdays (Tue. - Fri.) 12:00‐20:00
・Sat, Sun and Public Holidays 10:00‐20:00

followour twitter
@cosmo_shibuya

Shibuya Cultural Center Owada 12F
23-21, Sakuragaoka-cho, Shibuya-ku, TOKYO 150-0031

